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Trial European Championship, Women, Over 40 and Junior Cup
at Lazzate (Italy) - Day 2
Spanish Arnau Farrè (Gas
Gas, photo1) clinched the
26th European title in the
European Trial history.
The Junior Cup went to
Italian Manuel Copetti
(Vertigo) and the Over 40
Cup to German Markus
Kipp (TRS).
And this means that we
did not have any surprises
in this last round of the
2017 FIM Europe Championship, held in Lazzate,
Italy. Indeed, all the leaders in the 3 different
classes got their final
prize.
After the incredible hot
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weather of the day before, weather forecast
announced possible showers for this second day and they were not wrong. After the start of the International
classes a heavy shower dropped making the first sections more challenging. Luckily it lasted less than one hour and all riders could benefit of the quick drying of the rocks because the sun shone again soon.
The only one who celebrated the fresh crown with a convincing victory was Farrè, real
dominant in his class. Farrè started when the shower was almost over as many others in
his class and did not suffer any kind of pressure for being the leader. He rode calmly and
built his victory section by section receiving claps from the public present for his modern style of riding, often wheeling from one rock to another. Behind him the fight was
a British affair. Iwan Roberts (Beta) assured himself the runner-up position, which
meant the same final place in the championship. In third and fourth position the two
Peace brothers: Dan and Jack, both riding Gas
Gas, ahead of the first leader in these series, Toby
Martin (Vertigo). Martin kept the third final position in the championship.
Copetti (photo2) finished only in third place but
grasped the Junior title, because his closer rival
ended behind him, French Kieran Touly (Sherco),
unlucky because starting very early, he faced the
first sections in the worst conditions. On the other
hand Copetti suffered a lot the pressure of being
at one step from the title and made a lot of mistakes in the first part of the competition, but then
he found the right rhythm and recovered until the
podium position. The win went to Italian Sergio
Piardi (Beta, photo3) who led from the beginning.
To complete the Italian supremacy in this class,
second was Luca Corvi (Scorpa) and behind Touly
another “azzurro” rider, Michele Andreoli (Mon-
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tesa), in total 4 Italians in the first five places.
In the championship, Piardi overtook Touly and
climbed on the runner-up position.
Also the champion in the Over 40 class, Kipp
concluded the season without winning. He arrived at this competition lacking in training because he had had a light accident in his leg
and he needed to recover.
Worried about the risk of loosing the title, he
rode less precisely than usual, but being his
advantage remarkable enough, even finishing
only in fifth place, he got the final trophy.
Italian Marco Andreoli (Montesa, photo4) topped the podium and he was at his first appearance in this champs. Thanks to the second
place Finnish Sami Kymalaien (Scorpa) reached
in the final series Slovakian Vladimir Kothay
(Beta) and beat him for having done his best
result lately. The two were tied in points and
in positions obtained, but the best result was
reached too early in the season for Kothay.
Only one rider in International class 1 , Danish
Opstrup Andersen Morten (Beta).
In International class 2 German Philipp Emonts
(Beta) triumphed again.
Full results on FIM Europe website:
http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/420
The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

